
The Future of Mobile Web Design is Here
BraveNewCode Launches WPtouch Pro 3: Passion Behind The Product

Designing highly customized mobile experiences just became a whole lot easier. The latest major release of BraveNewCode’s flagship
WordPress mobile solution - WPtouch Pro 3.0 - is packed with innovative improvements including a selection of tailored mobile themes, an all-
new approach to mobile theme development and an advanced and elegant configuration interface.

“WPtouch Pro 3.0 includes a new set of incredible, flexible themes that are aimed at presenting content in ways that fit particular types of
sites,” explains BraveNewCode product designer Martin Kuplens-Ewart. “Customers are in for a treat whether they’re running a content-rich
news site or promoting a small business.”

Just like past versions of the plugin, WPtouch Pro 3.0 is extremely easy-to-use; the easiest version yet, according to the BraveNewCode team.

“WPtouch Pro 3.0 is just a pleasure to use. Its branding controls make you smile as you set up your mobile theme and watch it come to life with
your colors, logos, menus and content. For example, color controls grab your desktop theme’s color palette so you can easily apply it to your
mobile template,” says co-founder Dale Mugford.

BraveNewCode is a small company doing big things. Since the introduction of WPtouch in 2008, it has been one of the most popular solutions
for delivering mobile web content for WordPress websites. It powered one third of the top WordPress websites in 2012 and the free version of
the plugin has been downloaded over four million times from the WordPress directory.

Find out more about the BraveNewCode team in this new video featuring co-founders Dale Mugford and Duane Story and product designer
Martin Kuplens-Ewart. Join the guys as they share their thoughts on the revolutionary technical and design improvements baked into WPtouch
Pro.

BraveNewCode & WPtouch: Passion Behind The Product [Video]

Find out more about WPtouch Pro 3.0 at www.bravenewcode.com
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Additional media resources -  including our visuals and additional video on this same subject - can be found at www.bravenewcode.com/press/

An electronic version of the release can be found at http://www.bravenewcode.com/2013/05/best-mobile-experience/


